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The Multiple Crossbar Network (MCN) is a prototype High-Speed Local Network at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory. It will interconnect supercomputers,
network eervers and workstations from various commercial vendors. The MCN
can also serve as a backbone for message trfilc between local area networks. The
MCN is a switched local network of switching nodes called Cross-Point Stars
(CP*S). Hosts and CP*S are connected by 800-MbitJs (1OO-MVWS) poht-to-poht
ANSI High-Speed Channels. CP*S inciude RISC-based network protocol
processors called Crossbar Interfaces and a switching core called the Crossbar
S?:itch. Protocols include physical, data link, intranet, and network access
functionality. Various intemet and transport protocols are intended to w above
the MCN protxx ol suite. A network management and simple naming service is
also included within the Los Alamos Network Architecture, Immediate
applications include visualization. The MCN is intended to also serve as a
fraxnework for mu!ticomputer applications.

The ha Alarnos National Laboratmy is operated by the University of California for
the United States Department of Energy under contract W-7405 -ENG36. This work
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Inhchlction

Parallel processing is being utilized in ever increasing ways to benefit applications
in computing. As a collection of processors, a computer network is another means
of applying parallelism to increase perfomnance in computer applications. This
can be accomplished in two broad areas including providing the interconnection
network for cooperative computation on a large scale and using parallelism in the
very elements of the communication subnet that provide that service,

A modular, integrated interconnection network of fast packet switches forms the
basic building blocks fo] a rich set of topologies useful in cooperative computation
on a large scale, Allowing the addition of specialized nodes by means of a standard
interface will also provide the flexibility of a heterogeneous environment.
Supporting a loosely coupled, coarse-grained, extensible network framework will
be a powerful, versatile tool for investigations into multicomputer
applications. [7,10,1 2,181

The primary purpose of a communication subnet is high performance and reliable
transfer of information fkom a source to an intended destination or destinations.
The relative importance of these characteristics varies with the instance of the
information transfer. Achieving these goals occurs by means of the methods and
equipment used. The focus here will deal with current aspects of a prototype
network architecture to increase network performance for a local set of computers
at Los Alarnos National Laboratory.

Motivation for a prototype high speed network came tkom fow areas, First, after 15
years the local computer network of the Central Computing Facility of the
Integrated Computing Network (ICN)[5] at Los Alamos Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL) had served the laboratory well, However, work needed +4 be
done on a next generation network. Secondly, the technology wag available to
implement some imovative switching concepts. Thirdly, significant work and
progress in the areas of interconnection notworks,[2,3,8,9,11 ,131
multiprocessors[ 4,1 4,16,19,21 ] and parallel computation allowed use of these ideas
both in the network proper and in new machines to be attached to the network,
Finally, applications in complex systems, distributed simulation [31] and
particularly visualization required a fhmework to support efforts in these fields,

The following two sections will provide an overall view of the goals and major
architectural elements of the MCN. Sections four and five will describe the
hardware components followed by software protocols and services, A discussion of
the current state of implementation and chronology of events leading up to that
point will compose section six. Finally, a brief look into future research,
applicati( ns and development will conclude the paper.

MCN Coda

There are four general goals applicable to the MCN. They are performance,
reliability, flexibility and security. Each of these goals have ‘been mot in some form
in our current network, however potential for vast improvement in performance
for example warranted a new approach to networking.



Perhmame

Given the fundamental purpose of transferring data between two points,
increasing performance translates into lowering network latency. The core
computer network at Los Alamos is a packet switched network connecting
heterogeneous commercial hosts with 50 MbiVs 16 bit parallel point-to-point
channels. [61 Major components affecting network latency are data copying from
user to network space,[3&] data movement into and out of the hosts, the number of
channels, bandwidth on a single channel, switch latency and protocol processing
both on hosts and switches. We chose to concentrate on a higher-speed channel,
special purpose protocol processors and an intermediate crossbar switch as the
basic building blocks for a next generation packet switch network. Details and the
reasoning for these decisions will be discussed later.

Four goals for increased reliability were included in the architecture. These goals
were to develop a combination of hardware and software for a more robust system
of fault isolation, followed by the use of information available fiwm this system in a
proactive rather than a reactive network management policy, An introduction of
increased condition and error information exchange between internal protoccl
layers [22,23] and a rich connection scheme of channels to provide both a?temate
and redundant paths in the network would combine to mova error information
where it was needed.

Flexibility as a general goal was important at several levels, The most visible goal
was a standard high-speed channel for commercial vendor access to the network.
In addition, a standard high speed network access protocol was desirable. It was
felt to be premature to standardize a network access protocol considering the need
for research and experience with the new network, The final requirement centered
around the use of a switching framework which allowed a myriad of options for
different topologies, recon@uration [28,29] and levels of indirection between logical
and physical addresses. This will allow use of the MCN as a supercomputer
framework or backbone for geographically distributed local area networks at Los
Alamos.

Security has always been a requirement of paramount importance. The
inh resting point about security in a new architecture was the opportunity to make
it an i.ntimati and integral part of the services expectad to be a part of this system,
This opportunity has not been overlooked and has received considerable attention,
A significant amount of effort remains in this area,

Immediate Goala

The most immediate goals for the MCN are proof of concept for the switch we
called the Crompoint Star or CP*, apec~}cation and implementation of the High-
Speed Channel [11 r nd the establishment of n small teethed. (Figure 9) Future goals
are discumed later and are included more for perspective and as possibilities than
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as any commitment on our part. The potential for arww of investigation is so great
that we are forced to limit our scope to the immediate goals above.

MCN Overview

The MCN maybe composed of any number of packet switches called CP*S
(Figure 1). CP* is a loosely connected set of protocol processors called Crossbar
Interfaces {CBI) which surround and are connected to a crossbar switching core
called the CBS. The connections are High-Speed Channels (HSC),[l ] The CBIS are
boards containing a RISC-based processor,zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA2 HSCS of opposing direction and 1
Mbyte of 4 register W. The purpose of the CBI is to act as a protocol processor
either strictly for routing internal to the network or as an intelligent network
interface for hosts at the boundary of the network. The CBS is a stack of crossbar
chips with HSC interfaces attached t{~the pins. This allows a fidl IISC cable to
pass-through the crossbar core. The CBS also has a controller which acts as the
arbiter for connection requests from a source HSC through the crossbar to a
destination HSC. The controller acts on one word of information to implement a
physical switching capability. No further intelligence exists on the CBS controller.
The HSC is a simplex 800/1600 Mbitis 32/64 bit parallel copper channel, Work is
now ongoing in ANSI to speci@ a fiber channel which includes HSC. It must be
pointed out that use of the HSC with an intermediate switch is not and has not been
proposed as a standard. We have chosen to take advantage of a characteristic of the
HSC comection sequence to implement a physical switching capability.

Figure 1. Multiple Crossbar Network

Protocols of the MCN include a data link in the CBI which uses routing
information for the HSC I-Field at f-iSC connect time to select a destination HSC,
The algorithm to select a destination specifies either an absolute channel
address in the I-Field for uae by the CBS or a multiple address tu channel
bitmap for uae by the CBS, Internally to the MCN we have apec~led an intranet
routing protacol which is G connectionless aemice. A network acceos protocol
which resides on the host snd n CB1 attached to the hoot currently opec~]ea a
connectionless service also. Prcwioion has heen made to provide a connection
oriented service ●t a later date. In addition, connidoration hae been given to
combining the network access and intranet protocols into a hybrid cut-through
protocol using tnetmagee rather than packete or connection~. Thin would
ementially be a ~ynthesis of connection md connectionless data transfer services,
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Services of the MCi4 will initially include a nameserver and network
management. The nameserver was intended to act as a network wwver which
keeps track of addressable entities. These entities include hosts, servers, devices,
complex data types &ach as a data base, sessions and users. By requiring each of
these entities h become known by introduction at an access point of a fixed physical
address, entities or objects can be dynamic (i.e. move about), associated in a
hierarchical fashion b some other object and by virtue of location and topology
have a computable route to any other object in the system. By assigning capabilities
to these objects, access controls and allocation algorithms can be applied by a
managing object, the distributed operating system. The end result is a foundation
of two services which will evolve and have the potential of combining directory,
security, resource allocation and network management functionality into an
object-oriented distributed operating system. [4,S2,33,34]

It is usefbl to compare a view of a packet switch similiar to the current switches
used in the ICN ( Figure 2) with an approach to what eventually became CP* (
Figure 3), The idea was to distribute and allow para!lel efforts wherever possible.
The fhnction of the switch of course was h direct packets born an input device to
the appropriate output device. The CPU and memory were central to and shared by
all devices. Access to the CPU and memory was serialized on a bus. So the question
was asked, why not replace the bus with a general interconnection network like a
crossbar and allow each device a local processor and memory? This would allow
independent I/O and protocol processing with potential for parallel and
simultaneous data transfers through the switch. What was needed was a method
for each processor b arbitrate a path through the crossbar. Since any source could
transmit to tiny destination, either a distributed or centralized access method was
necessary. Gwen available technology a centralized controller for the crossbar was
chose-. We already had the need for a high-~peed charnel. The channel was
designed with the ability to present destination selection information to the
crossbar controller during the initial comection sequence of the channel. The
controller could then use this information to select and access an available
destination channel. The only remaining central path would then be the controller
on the crossbar, The result was CP*.
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Figure ?, Centralized Packet Switch .
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Figure 3. Distributed Packet Switch

The CP* can be thought of as a packet-switching node made up of three major
elements (Figure 4). These elements were: (1) the channel or HSC, (2) the packet
switch interconnection network or CBS, and (3) the packet processor or CBI. CP*
was designed to increase performance by having distributed special-purpose
protocol processing on each channel and incorporating physical layer switching
between these processors, The physical layer switching is accomplished on an
HSC with the aid of an intemnediate CBS controller. This CBS is strictly dedicated
to switching links to minimize switching latency and provide fast packet
switching. The distributed protocol processors or CBIS provide optimal packet
throughput. By using this design, we will in a broader sense, have distributed the
fimctions of the traditional packet-switching node over many processors and
controllers at the channel end points as well as “cmthe wire.” This is replicated on
all links for parailel simultaneous transfers at any CP* node. Finally, CP* forma
the lower level of a hierarchy of general interconnection networks. This hierarchy
is formed by a uniform group of CP*S with the potential of collecting these groups
into a larger network. A flexible address spa~e will then allow partitioning of the
network into multi-level, varying size, sets of hosts.

=Fl=

Figure 4. Crosspoint Star

Highspeedchannel

There were a number of goals for the HSC. The most important goal was high
speed. Another goal was to keep it simple. An 800-Mbit/s charnel already existed
on the Cray computers, so matching that data rate seemed appropriate. We also
knew fkoxn experience wth the High-Speed Parallel Interface (HSPI) [6] at Los
Alamoe that standardizing the HSC interface for vendor implementations was
highly desirable. The question was, would industry see s’filcient need for such a
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high-speed point-to-point channel ta standardize it? History will show there was
considerable interest. bother goal was to move some data link fimctionality into
the channel. In speci.@i.ng a new parallel channel, we had the opportunity to
incorporate this data link functionality into the signaling. These functions
included hm.i.ng and flow control. Flow control was handled ~using a Ready signal
at the destination HSC. Framing was specfied by signals defined for multi-word
burst(s), packet(s) and a physical connection. Error detection and notification were
also items the HSC could do for us. For ease in implementation e VRC/LRC error
detection scheme with a length field was chosen with the ability to notify a
controlling entity of these errors. Finally and this is the most interesting goal,
physical layer switching by means of an intermediate controller on the HSC was
needed. This would provide an integrated service of packet transfers on a directed
connection and prove crucial in the overall architecture of a new high-speed
network. Figure 5 illustrates possible HSC configurations.

REPE4TER

WEEl

Figure 5. HSC Con@rations

Cn3ubar i%itch

The sole purpcme of the CBS is to connect a Source HSC to a requeoted Destination
HSC (Figure 6).This minimized switch latency. The request is made by a tingle
parameter supplied by the Source HSC at connect time, The controller need only
interpret the I-Field of the riSC connect sequence to select a destination HSC. The
fist prototype CBS controller polls HSC Request signals, Upon sewing a Request for
comect the controller commands the switch to connect the source HSC to the
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destination HSC. If the destination is busy it is possible to specifJ and select
alternate or redundant paths due to a regular network topology [9,1 O] and
understanding of a structure of redundant paths by the intranet routing protocol.
There are potential problems for deadlock with this method. [20] An alternative is
for the CBI to back off and try again after an HSC Request timeout. Minimum
latency through the switch fkom this process is 350ns. All channels are polled
except channel O. Channel O is used by the controller and unavailable for
connections. One of the more difficult problems was designing the interface
mmector and pin arrangement for the switch. The unit consists of an array of
crossbar chips mounted 1 chip to a board with an HSC interface using 1 pin on
each of the chips. The first prototype is a 48 bit 16X.16 crossbar with plans for a
32X32 crossbar after that. Fiber optics will be used in future implementations.

~’%

Figure 6. Crossbar Switch Core
Cms6bar Xntel’fk%

The CBI hardwsre (Figure 7), which has been designed
Equipment Corporation (DEC), is a protocol processor for
primary purpose is to act as a specialized procemor and b~e r ‘for packets
traversing the network. This will lower protocol processing overhead on the
switches and offload protocol processing horn hosts using the network. Use of an
AM29K RISC processor, four register W and hardware FIFOS streamlines
packet processing by distributing the workload h two HSC packet streams. For
further details on the CBI see the DEC paper referenced above.

and built by Digital
CP* [151. The CBI’S

Figure 7. CBI Hardware View
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MC!NSoftware

scHicesandPmtu!da

%-vices and protocols provided for the MCN include the physical HSC protocol [1],
a data link protocol over the HSC with a channel access capability, intranet routing
and network access protocols, and both a network management and name-server
capability. See Figure 8 for a software view of the CBI.

CcdguAiaml

The link con.figurations in the MCN are of two general types. One is a point-to-
point simplex HSC. The second is a point-to-point simplex HSC with an
intermediate CBS between the source and destination HSC entities. It is helpful to
view this latter corQuration horn the perspective of three difYerent elements.
These elements are the HSC, the source data link entity, and the intermediate
crossbar switching core. The HSC is viewed as a point-to-point link where the
switching core is transparent. The data link entity will view the link as a
multipoint coti,guration with physical switching between several HSCS. The
crossbar switching core will also view the set of HSCS as a multipoint topology. In
all cases, the duplexity of the link is simplex.

Dats
Link

+ HsC “Net T
HSC +

BzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Access “

Intranet ;

+ HSC ~ HSC +

Link

Figure 8. CBI SOftWarCView

Data Link

The data link for the MCN provides a connectionless data transfer sewice using
HSC physical comections between data link entities, The data link will use
physical address to alternate or redundant channel mapping and the HSC
connection sequence as a channel access control mechanism. This is
accomplished by utilizing the underlying HSC, CBS, and I-Field to access one of
many possible destination HSCS. The data link entity should be viewed as
contending for an available HSC in a multipoint configuration of data link entities.
The data link entity does not control muhiple HSCS simultaneously, It does not,
therefore, provide a downward multiplexing or splitting capability. The data link is
able h use the hming capability of the HSC to provide a hierarchy of data transfer
urite ranging fkorn a short burst of leas than 1KbyteI to multi-packet commotions or

packet trains. The data link is not capable of multi-hop paths without the aid of a
binary routing word [9J utilized by the intermediate switches. See Figure 5.
Rovidmg this routing word and knowing the network topology is a fimctin of the
intranet protocol.
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Intmnet

Theintranet accepts packets fiomanetwork access entity attheboundary of the
network and transfers these packets over a series of HSC links to a destination
network access entity. The intranet is a local comectionless data transfer service.
Its prima. - fuction is h take each packet and determine the routing for the
packet. The intranet receives a destination physical network address i%om the
source network access entity when it is given a packet to transmit. This address is
used for link selection over the CBS. Selecting these links involves more subtlety
than knowing the physical route. It may also mean knowing which portions of the
subnet may be traversed. [22] Important areas of investigation regarding this
protocol will be in partitioning [9] and masking [25] for purposes of allocation or
capability routing. Routing based on capability would require a close relationship
with the overlying directory and access control services of the network.

Network Access

The purpose for a distinct network access protocol in the MCN is to provide a
memory-to-memory transfer of data between logical network hosts using very
large blocks of data. For our present purposes the network access accepts packets
bow a transport entity and transfers these packets through a data link to a local
destination via the intranet. Thnaport protocols will be used for reliable end-to-end
transfers. A separate network access protocol provided a means to hide the
workings of the internal subnet from communicating hosts and allow an explicit
security and access boundary for our network. Security and access information are
checked after entry to and before exit from the MCN. This will provide insulation
between the attached host and network.[21] We also want to provide a local reliable
data transfer which could take advantage of future enhancements in computer
architectures and network interfaces. The host-network interface is an important
area of investigation from a performance and architectural point of view.
Considerable work will be needed at this interface to address issues of performance
ar.d reliability horn the physical media aspect all the way to the application layer.

Intelnet and TmMport

Initially, we considered implementing protocols up to and including the transport
layer on the CBIS. For reasons of expediency and timeliness we chose not to
implement these protocols on the CBL We have provided the flexibility to allow any
intemet or transport protocol to access the MCN through the network access
service interface,

NanM Sexwr

The primary functions of the name-server Mrvice are twofold. First, it is used to
provide a name to logical address translation database for name translations on
the network access portion of a host and logical h physical address translations for
the intranet protocol. The latter capability is designed to allow flexibility for
configurations and system movement by adding a level of indirection to addresses
Second, the naming service will allow introduction, maintenance, access control,
and accountability of objects that are or become part of the network. These objects
include, hcwts, processes, users, and user sessions.
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Network management will consist of the ca~ ability to address CBIS in the MCN for
p~ses of diagno~tics, fault isolation,[26j coniigurh’.ion management, gathering
stat@ics and tracing or logging activities. Network management is considered
central to the architecture of the MCN, but will not be dealt with fiu-ther in this
discussion.

Implemeddhn

What has been accomplished at this point? HSC or HSC-like implementations
have been compieted and, in some cases, announced as products by various
commercial interests. DEC has built four CBIS and installed them at LOSAlamos
where they are undergoing testing with the Los Alamos CBS and HSC interface.
The first le ~el of testing included passing data without checking by the RiSC
processor and HSC interfaces on the CBI. The CBS has also been included in the
loop and demonstrated to work. We have also transferred a graphics image fimn
m IBM 3090-600 through a CBI to a display. We expect to have CBIS
communicating to attached hosts by late 1989. DF” has implemented data link,
intranet and network access protocols on the CB1. Jhese protccols still need to
undergo extensive testing. The uetwork management and naming services that
reside above the intranet and network access protocols are being dssigned and
expected to be implemented at a later date. The HSC drivers are cm rently under
various stages of design, implementation and testing by commercial vendore.
Implementations of the data link, and network access protocole on vendor
maclunes are in preliminary stages and will be included in an MCN testhed.
These machines will include supercomputers, workstations, and frame bufYers.
All of this equipment will access the MCN with HSCS. The following is a
chronology of events leading up to the current stage of this project,

September 1985
April 1986

July 1986

July 1986
January 1987
December 1987
Januu@uly 1988
January 1988
May 18J8
July1088
November 1988
January 1989
Februmy 1963
February 1989
May1889
MaA-May 1989
MnyJune 1989
June-September 1989

Network Modernization P@ect

Ultra-High-Speed
Graphics Project
Initial HSC Standard
Reposed by LANL
CP* Concept Proposed
MCN Concept Developed
LANLl13EC CP* Collaboration
Service and Protocol Specification
Crossbar Interface (CBI) Design Initiated
Initial HSC Data Link Proposed by LANL
CBS Project Initiated
Fiber HSC Standard Initiated
CBS Assembly
HSC Interface for CBI
CBI Delivery
HSC Public Review
Base Level OCBI-CBS Testing
Base Level 1 Data Link Testing
Baae Level 2-6 Intranet, Network Access Testing
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mtureEth’ts

We are now working with a prototype CP* that will soon be connected to three
supercomputers, a frame buffer, and two workstations ( Figure 9). All of these
systems are horn different vendors and with the HSC they have some hope of
utilizing the MCN testbed. Efhts in the fiture will include connecting a Ml set of
hosts to the MCN and devel~ping a fid.1range of tests and applications to ve~ and
improve the protocols and services at all levels. In particular, the network access
connections in both hardware and software need to be investigated to begin
reducing dati copy, allocate network address space to users, and ve~ security
and access control. We are also interested in experimenting with cut-through or
desperation routing as well as developti.g some form of capability based routing for
partitioning and need-tdmow computing. The MCN may also act as a good testbed
to investigate the characteristics of self-organizing phenomena, emergent
computation and cellular automata in applications like congestion avoidance [24]
and network management. [36] We will be monitoring progress in such
technologies as fiber optic channels, optical or photonic crossbars [27] and parallel
computer architectures. The MCN will be explored for the feasibility and flexibility
of being used as either a network-cen~ered [8] or proceseor-centered tranaport
system for a loosely-coupled, coarse-grairmd system of processors. We will
eventually be able to view networks of this type as a collective computer with hosts
effectively used as peripherals to an overall system controlled by a distributed
operating system, [4,32,33,34] In addition, it will be advantageous to think of the
host fkont-end to the MCN as a peer or coprocessor to the host itself. In this way,
the host fkont-end processor handles all distributed operating system, session, and
comxnuni:ation tasks, while the other processor handles the computation or
specific task it was designed to do. Pro,grams and data would be in shared memory
or executed in a batch mode for all jobs needi~g a particular computational
rescu.rm. Finally, Los Alamos has an extensive network of local area networks at
different Mites. A need exists for an extensive high-t peed backbone for
geographically distributed lccal area networka acro~ approximately a 45 sqwe
mile area at the laborato~ (Figure 10). The MCN may fill that requirement,

conclusion

We have described the need and goals for a high-speed local network which can
both provide a framework and utilize parallelism for applications requiring high
bandwidth, low latency and a flexible network topology. Progress has been made
demonstrating the feasibility of a high-speed ~hannel and crossbar technology to
build a network of this type. The time uppears right for significant effort and
progress in integration of parallelism, networks and the applications that use
them.
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